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EU- Leonardo da Vinci Supported Placement in Romania: 6-12 August 2012 
 
CHAT - Cultural Heritage and Training 
 
Feedback on the issues seen and discussed, from participant Peter Quelch 
 
Supported by the EU Lifelong Learning Programme’s, ‘Leonardo da Vinci’ (VETPRO) 
mobility project ‘Cultural Heritage and Training’ a group of eight participants plus  
leaders spent a week in rural Romania in the mountainous region south-west of Cluj 
Napoca. The visit linked to a larger ‘Development of Innovation’ project entitled “Green 
Village” and formed part of a ‘Work Package’ entitled ‘Learning by Doing’.  
 
This was my first visit to Romania and I think it was for everyone else in the group too, 
so this article is a summary of issues raised and points discussed, rather than a diary or 
itinerary of the tour. The views expressed are personal thoughts of the author. Also we 
can only comment on the part of Romania that we visited and have no knowledge of 
others regions of the country. 
 

 
Strip field systems at Girboviţa, either side of the road to the neighbouring village, and pastures 
integrated into woodlands on the hills behind 
 
Subsistence Farming 
The main difference between Romania and other countries that we know in Europe must 
be the degree to which an old style of subsistence farming has persisted on a large 
scale. That old way of farming is based on family ownership of narrow strips of arable 
land, not necessarily connected to each other, together with common rights to graze 
certain pastures and open woodlands. The legal framework is reminiscent of the way 
farms were organised in the late middle ages in the UK. The very small farms with 
common grazings are similar to Scottish crofting in the present day, although most 
crofters are tenants of large landowners.  
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A vital part of the old ways of 
owning and working the land 
are the customs, folklore, and 
cultural aspects of life, 
including liaising, sharing and 
working with neighbours. 
Cultural life also includes 
music and dance, and while 
we saw little of this on this tour 
we did see national dress and 
the playing of alphorns, by an 
accomplished older lady but 
also with two young players.  
(photo at L: Martin and Monica 
talking to the musicians) 

 
A sign of a vibrant culture must be that people of all ages including children can be found 
working on the farms we visited. However that is not to play down the real problem of 
young people moving away from the land, to towns and to other parts of Europe for cash 
earnings and a more urban lifestyle. 
 
The nub of subsistence farming is that everything the family and its livestock needs are 
produced on the farm, and the amount of items or foodstuffs bought in from outside is 
minimised. We saw evidence of this everywhere, in the home production of hay for 
winter fodder on every small field, even on steep slopes, and among trees and orchards. 
Beech leaves were swept up and stored dry as cow barn litter at Traian’s farm. Hay 
production was monitored by counting the hayricks and comparing with the expectations 
for that land. During our visit farmers already knew if they had enough hay for the winter.  
 

  
Small barn at Traian’s farm, where he stores his completed woodwork for sale; but in the cellar underneath 
is a store of dry beech leaves for use as cattle bedding. The beech trees are in the grazed fields all around 
the farm buildings, and hay has been taken from these fields too. Later we helped with haymaking on this 
farm – an experience not to be forgotten.  
 
In fact volumes of hay were less than usual due to two years of very dry summers, and 
this was leading farmers to plan to collect tree leaf fodder during the next two months. 
This explains why leaf hay collecting is not carried out as a matter of course every year – 
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it is a fallback in case of dry conditions leading to poor hay crops. We know that in 
Cumbria too leaf fodder was cut during exceptionally dry summers for immediate use by 
the livestock. 
 

  
A farmer cutting leaf hay in the valley below Avram Iancu. They will retrieve the branches from the river. 
Species cut include ash, grey alder, elm, sycamore, hazel. They use loppers and leave branch stubs. 
 
Maintaining small vegetable plots on 
hilly land outside the village is clearly a 
lot of work and we did see evidence of 
abandonment by older villagers 
happening right now. This is sad to 
witness as it seems unlikely that such 
land will be cultivated again. Indeed 
there are many signs of previous 
cultivation, perhaps during the 19th C, 
with what seem like lynchets along the 
contours, now converted to pasture 
land, or to hay growing fields.  
 

  
Old terraces with lynchet like earthern banks between the strips, probably caused by previous oxen 
ploughing along the contours. These persist in today’s hay fields at Rimeţ. They are also visible across the 
landscape in many hill pasture areas, for example between Cluj Napoca and Turda. 
 
Of more concern was the fact that village wells were drying up after two long dry 
summers, and some villages are having to import water by road transport. The photo 
above shows Martin helping draw water in Monica’s village Girboviţa. 
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On our return to UK I was able to read some reports about Romanian agriculture and 
how reform of the CAP will affect it. This is a big subject of great complexity, as it links to 
politics, the agricultural policies of Romania, international relations, and the economy of 
the whole country. How can a visitor comment after only one week of visiting one small 
area? All we can do is focus on things that we actually saw and experienced. 
 
Food 
What we did experience many times was the fantastic food and drink from local sources 
prepared with love and traditional skills. There is no substitute for that in the wide world.  
 

These meals helped make our visit both memorable 
and fun. I am thinking especially of the lunches with 
Elena (photo by Tony Croft at left) where trout from her 
own tanks in the garden were served along with 
many other wonderful local foods. Also lunch at 
Monica’s family home, was followed by a short siesta 
in the haybarn! Then there was our home made lunch 
at the museum, lunch outside on a table at Traian’s, 
and several other picnics in the field. Outdoor meals 
at the Albac hotel were also always good. Local beer 
and wine was enjoyed, and we were becoming rather 
used to plum brandy - ţuică - at lunchtimes! 
 
Archaeology 
Grampus Heritage are involved in archaeology skills 
exchange programmes and we visited two digs at 
Alba Iulia, and also met the archaeologists at dinner 
in the restaurant of the magnificent old fortress in the 
town. It was impressive to see the richness of layers 
of artefacts from prehistoric to Roman to medieval, 

and how close to the surface in the open field dig these were. In the dig in a town garden 
we were able to see medieval skeletons 
close up, which was a new experience. 
We witnessed the urgency of rescue 
archaeology on building sites, paid for by 
the developers, who are not always 
sympathetic to the academic values of the 
work. In this photo Mihai Gligor is standing 
on a house wall made of ‘Roman 
concrete’ with skeletons from bodies later 
thrown into the trench outside that wall.  
 
Good luck to those involved in this 
archaeology, and especially to Mihai Gligor, Calin Suteu and their colleagues from Alba 
Iulia University. Their professionalism is impressive and their scholarly endeavours are 
absolutely fascinating. The opportunities given to visiting students were terrific, 
especially for the chance to excavate human remains by specialist post-grad student 
Kirsty McLeod from the UK.  
 
Yet to me I can’t help thinking that archaeology appears to be somewhat academic 
compared to what we saw the rest of the week? As a subject it seems detached from the 
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pressing everyday problems of land reform, food security, sustainability of today’s land 
uses, and historic landscape conservation – and these issues still weigh on my mind 
following the visit. Maybe I am jealous of the sheer brainpower that is locked up in the 
learned discipline of archaeology - and historians too! Maybe I should have studied that 
subject rather than a very practically based one like forestry! Thinking about this issue 
more, I am sure that the discipline of scientific archaeology, combined with a knowledge 
of landscape history and the human events and peoples who have created that 
landscape, can indeed help inform the way forward in the countryside today. 
 
Church and building restoration 

We visited a folk museum which was 
based on one man’s collection of 
farming and rural industry artefacts. 
Emilian Achim’s rural museum was 
educational and sometimes inspiring, 
for example the collection of national 
dress, and also communist period 
propaganda, books, maps, flags, 
uniforms, posters and so on from 
Romania’s turbulent political past. 
There was discussion in the group 
about the need to catalogue the items 
and ensure its future curatorship. My 

feeling was that the real priority is to record the owner’s stories and recollections of 
where the artefacts came from and the people who used them. Those stories and his 
personal knowledge are priceless and cannot be replaced.  
 
We were grateful to use the museum’s small 
blue cottage for lunch – it had much charm 
even though it may have been re-erected 
at the museum. (But maybe it was on an 
original site? Language is a great barrier 
to finding out such details, if you do not 
think of the question at the time!)  
We were to see this type of building later 
in the week and debate what it stands for 
in greater depth (see below). 
 
 

At Avram Iancu we saw a more 
conventional type of museum, though it 
was under reconstruction and much 
material was in storage. The museum is at 
the birth-place and so commemorates 
Avram Iancu, who was a revolutionary 
leader in the Apuseni Mountains in 1849, 
and is now a Romanian folk hero. The 
ongoing building restorations at this 
museum were looking good and perhaps 
one day we can return when the displays 
are completed. 
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The Orthodox Church has a strong following amongst rural Romanians and we were 
pleased to see that churches are being built and restored. Martin and I met up with 
builders and monks at a new-build two kilometres south of Albac. Local pride in 
traditional skills came over as one man posed with his chainsaw revving – he had been 
using one in the surrounding forests for decades.  

  
Proud chainsaw man at the monastery being built near Albac 
 
We looked closely at a traditional small 
church dating from 1712 on the road to 
Vidra. It was a privilege to be shown the 
beautiful ceiling and wall paintings and to 
see the timber construction from the inside 
of the bell tower. We were able to learn 
some details of community and church life 
from the local lady who let us view the 
church. This personal guidance is of more 
value and is more memorable than formal 
displays of information in a museum.  
 
Later we saw a similar type of wooden church at Girda de Sus under re-construction and 
this was fascinating. A leaking roof had already damaged the wall paintings and whole 
sections of the internal wooden walls had been replaced, along with many of the 
structural timbers.  

  
Wooden church at Girda de Sus being restored, indeed re-built. 
 
The workmanship of the carpenters was of high quality, and came over to me as robust 
and very honest – replacing old rotten timbers with similarly crafted new ones. The neat 
axe marks were visible along the new floor sill beams, and the strong scarf joints in 
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those timbers expertly done. The completed construction will give an opportunity for 
imaginative and equally dedicated new painting in the interior after the construction work 
is complete. There is something inspiring about the careful but workmanlike restoration 
of a church, when in our country many old churches are now being demolished or sold 
as dwelling houses as church attendance rapidly declines. 
 

By contrast the 13th C Saxon 
church ruins at Vurpar were an 
interesting ancient monument, but 
to me - that was all. Preservation 
continues and there is a nice 
vaulted ceiling inside, but the 
stone ruins had long since lost the 
human touch that makes a church 
inspiring to a visitor. 
 
 
 
 
 

Old ways of using and working wood 
In a well wooded country with many old folk ways still in daily use it was not surprising 
that we saw a wide variety of old uses of wood which can now only be seen in folk 
museums in the UK. The restoration of the museum and church demonstrated many 
aspects of skilled woodworking including replacing shingle roofs. Carved out drinking 
troughs and water conduits could be seen in the villages; along with alternative troughs! 
 

  
A wooden open pipe feeding a carved out trough; and an ingenious use for a tractor tyre! 
 
Emilian’s museum had many wooden items, and the tools which helped make them, 
from Alpenhorns, to the many types of barrels and small drinking vessels made by 
coopering techniques. The wheel hub boring auger was a new tool for me! We were able 
to try out some of these woodworking skills with Traian, making a small alphorn and 
seeing him shave small barrel staves on his shave-horse using a long plane.  A visit to a 
commercial barrel maker allowed us to see at close range some of these techniques and 
the wonderful and very saleable finished barrels, both large and small. 
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L: Traian at work on his shaving horse shaping a small alphorn (photo Tony Croft) 
R: old examples of coopered wood-ware, plus some cow-bells, at Emilian’s museum 
 
A visit to a traditional wood-burning lime burner was fascinating as that is not a craft we 
see today in the UK, although it was once important. The purity of the wood-fired product 
and the fact that it achieved a much higher price than the usual factory made lime 
demonstrated another example of a window for old skills in the modern market. 
 

  
L: Barrel making workshop R: lime burner’s slaking pit, with the product dug out and bagged wet 
 
 

 
We did not call at any sawmilling 
works, and maybe these are very 
familiar to us at home, but the 
number of small mills in the towns 
and villages was remarkable, and 
shows a wood-using culture stronger 
than in any part of the UK. Even 
firewood was being processed at 
roadside as a saleable product and 
nicely packaged for uplift by lorry. 
Roma blacksmiths were skilfully 
making iron tools for sale in the 
village markets. 

Martin beside neat firewood packages of hand-split beech at the roadside 
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Ox-cart seen on the road, bringing in an entire hay rick                                            (photo Rob McBride) 
 
Working horses and even oxen were being used to an extent in the villages that has not 
happened for a century in the UK. We also witnessed several times the pride in 
ownership of horses, and their generally good condition. 
 

  
 
Wood pastures 
The current blog about wood pastures organised by Romanian biologist Dr Tibor Hartel 
demonstrates that grazed woodlands are common throughout Europe but the farm 
systems which created these habitats are fast disappearing, indeed have already gone 
from most of Europe. So wood pastures are being lost as the old ways of using farm 
livestock in them declines.   
 
However in Romania this is not the case and those old ways of using trees as part of the 
farm itself are still alive, as discussed above regarding the cutting of leaf hay.  
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Ash leaves being gathered and fed to cows at the farm near Avram Iancu, as described above 
 
We did not see a typical old growth open wood pasture with veteran oak trees, but we 
did visit an exactly similar site with old alder, willow and poplar. This site is a traditional 
common grazing area along the River Mureş west of Alba Iulia. Shepherds were looking 
after herds of villagers’ sheep and cattle. Many of the hollow poplars were of enormous 
size, yet were often burned inside. A few of the oldest trees had the evidence of having 
once been pollarded, so this site may have been an open wood pasture for centuries. 
Old map research would help demonstrate that, as well as documentary research 
including a search for old paintings and photos of the site.  
 

  
Massive old poplars, some with burnt out hollows, on the R Mureş floodplain wood pasture 
  
There were hardly any younger trees, but this is a normal situation for heavily grazed 
wood pastures with veteran trees of this type. There seemed no special protection for 
the site or its veteran trees, and so in many ways this was a typical, indeed a ‘pure’ or 
very authentic type of wood pasture. It is not a sustainable habitat, since without some 
changes in its management the old trees will surely eventually die out. Unless of course 
the traditional grazing practice changes for some social or political reason, in which case 
the site would tend to revert to riparian woodland, and probably very quickly.  
 
Riparian floodplain woodland is also now a rare habitat throughout Europe, and is a 
valuable defence against flooding and an asset for biodiversity, as it provides habitat for 
various riparian species, especially if it contains veteran trees. So who is to say which 
habitat is the more valuable? What would be a shame would be to gradually lose this 
poplar wood pasture through abuse of the old trees, because it was not recognised as 
valuable by the owners or the authorities. 
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Because the phrase ‘wood pasture’ is not well defined it has come to mean many things, 
though normally the presence of veteran trees is implied, along with grazing, and 
possibly pollarding. Most farmers regard wood pastures as simply pastures with trees, 
not as a distinct land-use type.  
 
In Britain we tend to see wood pastures with veteran trees in a romantic light (as the 
recent Europe-ConBio blog run by Tibor Hartel points out). Our Romanian visit shows 
that whilst trees on farms are still very much in use, there is not much romance about it. 
Trees on farms are an everyday resource which helps keep animals alive over winter, 
and at the same time keeps the farm supplied with wood for fuel, fences and building.  
 
Of course there is also a danger in seeing the whole ‘peasant farming’ way of life as 
more romantic than it is in reality. I liked the report by Eco-ruralis (Knight, 2010) on 
Romania and the CAP which was honest enough to call Romanian subsistence farmers 
peasants, being a translation of the local word ‘taran’, and looked to a future where they 
continued to be a mainstream of Romanian agriculture. However the small farmers need 
more support, development and village infrastructure, and EU monies should now be 
available to help with that, if handled correctly. 
 

 
The open and mixed landscape around Rimeţ, where pastures, orchards and woodlands merge 
 
Because many of the hill farms that we saw had few if any fences, there was usually a 
nice gradation between pastures and woodland, and many woods themselves were 
grazed below the canopy. This reflects the way that Scottish woodlands would have 
been in the 19th C and earlier. Even now in parts of Scotland it is hard to differentiate 
between grazed woodlands, pasture woodlands and wood pastures, as they are all 
structures along a spectrum, depending on the local history of grazing pressure. 
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In my mind the occurrence of worked 
trees for both wooden poles and for 
livestock fodder is a separate feature from 
pasture woodlands as such, in the same 
way as fruit orchards are a different land-
use. Some orchards close to villages were 
worth restoring, while the high orchard 
planted in communist times above 
Girboviţa (photo at left, with oak regenerating 
among the fruit trees) is likely to develop 
gradually into a kind of scrub pasture.  
 

 
The woven hurdle fence at Girboviţa was 
very effective at protecting crops from wild 
pigs, and used only local materials.  
 
We saw many willow pollards in the 
landscape, as well as willows planted in 
field boundaries as living fence poles.  
 
 
 

  
L: Willow pollards lining the river at Girboviţa.         R: an old willow pollard by a derelict cottage  
 

And, on our last day, high in 
the limestone mountains near 
Rimeţ, many of the farms had 
tall shredded ash pollards 
which were still cut for fodder 
(see photos at L and below R, both 
near the village at Rimeţ).  
The exact placing of these 
fodder trees, close to the old 
farm houses, in the same way 
as the willow pollard shown 
above, is also comparable to 
many old farm pollards in 
Cumbria and Scotland. 
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A challenge for restoration? 
 
At Rimeţ, a very scenic and authentic traditional village, we looked at a widow’s cottage 
which was no longer in full time habitation. And later we saw a 
similar but ruined cottage below the road (photo below).  
 
We discussed the idea of restoring a group of old wooden 
buildings and maintaining such a place as a centre for learning 
and experiencing old ways of life in the mountains. I for one 
would be keen to help with such a project if Grampus or Satul 
Verde were to organise it.  
 

One aim would be the 
preservation of an old 
and authentic set of 
buildings in its original 
setting, including the orchards and land that went 
with it. People from throughout Europe could get 
involved in the skills and ways of life of the 
village, before those traditions are lost. Learning 
and putting into practice the building and 
woodworking skills would be a good starting 

point. Such a centre could act as a focus to encourage local people to keep up at least 
some or the best of the old ways, while modernising in other ways. Local support would 
be essential for success, as there is always a danger of outsiders seeing the romantic 
side of rural life. However maybe visitors can be excused this on their first visit?! 
 

 
A group of old farm cottages and barns at Rimeţ – a future folk-life study centre?? 
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